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In situ dry deposition of individual single wall carbon nanotubes on metal surfaces has been studied
by scanning tunneling microscopy. The nanotubes are lying parallel over large areas, with a
preferential adsorption along the substrate lattice directions, for which the nanotube-surface
interaction is maximized. The authors propose a mechanism for the deposition process, where the
aligned geometry results from a selective transfer of the nanotubes depending on their orientation
relative to the substrate. © 2007 American Vacuum Society. 关DOI: 10.1116/1.2743652兴

I. INTRODUCTION
In order to produce large-scale applications utilizing the
exceptional properties of carbon nanotubes 共CNTs兲 many
challenges must be overcome. Important problems to integrate CNT into functional devices concern the selective positioning on a substrate and the connection to the metal electrodes. A good control on both points is a key issue for
developing industry-relevant devices.1
In the view of nanotube positioning, several approaches
have proven to be successful. In-plane control of nanotube
alignment can be achieved either during the growth process
by electrical field,2 gas flow,3 lattice directions and
graphoepitaxy,4–8 or in situ on a graphite substrate9 or by
selective deposition of functionalized tubes.10 In recent
years, Lyding and co-workers demonstrated the alignment of
pristine carbon nanotubes with the substrate crystallographic
directions on various semiconducting surfaces.11–13 Their approach consists of a vacuum dry deposition that results in the
transfer of primarily isolated, individual nanotubes on an unperturbed surface. All the reported results on nanotube alignment were obtained on nonmetal surfaces. In this article we
extend the approach of Lyding and co-workers11–13 to the
well defined surfaces Au共111兲, Cu共111兲, and Cu共001兲. Similarly, nanotube alignment was obtained, providing therefore
the first achievement of an in-plane control of the orientation
of carbon nanotubes on several metal surfaces.
A large number of investigations on single wall carbon
nanotubes 共SWCNTs兲 by means of scanning tunneling microscopy 共STM兲 have been reported, but they are mostly
restricted to Au共111兲 surfaces,14–19 as the CNTs were brought
to the substrate through the deposition of a droplet of solvent
a兲
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dispersion in ambient or argon atmosphere conditions. In this
case, a large number of coadsorbed impurities are found surrounding the nanotubes and therefore limit the investigations
to the nanotube itself, regardless of its environment. Recently, pulse valve deposition was successfully demonstrated
for multiwall nanotubes on a semiconducting surface20 and
for double wall CNT on Cu共111兲,21 leading to a relative increase of the cleanliness of the system. Conversely, the
contaminant-free dry deposition opens new ways for studying the effects arising from the interaction of carbon nanotubes and the underlying surface. In molecular electronics,
the conduction properties of devices are restricted to the interface conditions with the metal electrodes.1 The delicate
issue of the metal-nanotube contact is still a subject of
discussion,22–24 and STM investigations can deliver precious
insight.
Based on our STM observations, we propose a mechanism for the vacuum deposition process, thus revealing the
driving force originating the alignment. This result suggests
that in a proper experimental setup, highest control of the
nanotube positioning may be achieved with this technique.
II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
The measurements were performed in an ultrahigh
vacuum 共UHV兲 low-temperature STM with a base temperature of 4.7 K 共Omicron LT-STM兲. The Au共111兲, Cu共111兲, and
Cu共001兲 single crystals were cleaned following standard
UHV procedures by repeated cycles of argon ion sputtering
and annealing providing atomically clean surfaces. SWCNTs
were deposited onto the surface following the dry contact
transfer 共DCT兲 technique proposed by Albrecht and
Lyding:11 a copper braid was macroscopically covered by a
HiPco nanotube25 dispersion in dichloroethane, then introduced in UHV and brought into direct contact with the clean
sample surface at room temperature.
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FIG. 1. Typical STM observation after DCT deposition 关here on Cu共001兲兴.
The carbon nanotubes are lying parallel along the 关11̄0兴 direction over large
areas 共tunneling current of 0.3 nA, sample bias of +1 V兲.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The vacuum deposition by dry contact transfer results primarily in isolated individual nanotubes. The nanotube density is very inhomogeneous over the surface, with large macroscopic areas completely free of nanotubes. Figure 1 shows
the typical configuration obtained on Cu共001兲, and is representative also for the Cu共111兲 and Au共111兲 cases. All nanotubes are lying parallel, in a direction close to the surface
high symmetry 关11̄0兴 direction. Atomically resolved images
on both the substrate and the nanotube show occasionally an
exact correspondence of the substrate atomic row and the
nanotube axis, similar to what was observed on semiconducting surfaces.11–13 When identifying the different nanotube
types following the procedure described by Wildöer et al.15
共where the geometry can be extracted from the measurement
of the diameter, the chiral angle, and the gap width兲, the
expected distribution of 1 / 3 metallic and 2 / 3 semiconducting was roughly found,26 as well as the standard diameter
distribution 共around 1 nm兲.
In general, on the entire area reached by the piezoelectric
scanner 共⬃1 ⫻ 1 m2兲 all nanotubes are lying parallel. However, when changing macroscopically the position of the tip,
different alignment directions can be observed. We performed statistical measurements of the orientation angle in
the STM images for the nanotubes observed on about 30
macroscopically different regions and for the crystal surfaces
Au共111兲, Cu共111兲, and Cu共001兲. The resulting histograms are
shown in Fig. 2. On 共111兲-oriented surfaces, about 3 / 4 of the
nanotubes were found aligned within ±10° with the substrate
high symmetry 关11̄0兴 direction. For the particular case of
Cu共001兲, 30% of the nanotubes were aligned within ±10°
with the 关11̄0兴 direction while 70% were aligned with the
bisecting 关010兴 direction. This anisotropic distribution has to
be related to the fact that the adsorption of a nanotube on a
well defined surface exhibits strongly localized energy potential wells depending on the orientation angle.27 The alignment remains globally unchanged after annealing the sample
up to 500 K, showing that the configuration obtained is therJ. Vac. Sci. Technol. B, Vol. 25, No. 4, Jul/Aug 2007

FIG. 2. Angular distributions derived from STM observations: the angle
between nanotube orientation and the 关11̄0兴 direction of the crystal was
measured in different macroscopic regions; the histogram shows the corresponding statistics. On Au共111兲 共a兲 and on Cu共111兲 共not shown兲, the CNTs
are mostly aligned along the 关11̄0兴 high symmetry directions. On Cu共001兲
共b兲, nanotubes are found along the 关11̄0兴 high symmetry direction as well as
along the bisecting direction 关010兴. Note, however, that the crystal surface
was not systematically investigated on a macroscopic scale.

modynamically stable. The symmetry break observed is
therefore related to the specific deposition process used 共as a
comparison, CNTs deposited on a Au共111兲 surface from a
solution droplet do not show any preferential orientation18兲.
In our experimental setup, the movement by which the
thick CNT film on the copper braid comes into contact with
the crystal surface during the DCT process is governed by
hand and therefore not precisely controlled on the micrometer scale. The relative motion is globally normal to the surface but possesses also a tangential component that defines
the horizontal alignment direction after deposition. We performed scanning electron microscope 共SEM兲 measurements
on the copper braid used for the DCT deposition 共Fig. 3兲.
Typically, islands about 10 m wide are found, which upper
surface has been flattened due to the contact with the crystal
surface. On top of each island a global nanotube alignment is
observed. The alignment direction differs, however, from one
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The deposition process can thus be regarded as a
combination of the microcontact printing lithography
technique,28 where the deposition takes place at the micrometer scale, and the rubbing method, where buffing a
polymer film with a cloth produces long range molecular
alignment.29–31
In summary, we have reported the first application of dry
contact transfer 共DCT兲 of single wall carbon nanotubes on
metal surfaces. We found a selective adsorption of the nanotubes along the 具11̄0典 directions of Au共111兲 and Cu共111兲 and
along the 具11̄0典 and 具100典 directions of Cu共001兲. The deposition process leads to a systematic alignment of the nanotubes. We believe that with a proper experimental setup allowing a precise control on the contacting motion during
deposition, selective placement of carbon nanotubes along a
unique direction and with micrometer precision could be
achieved with the DCT method.
FIG. 3. SEM micrographs of the copper braid used for DCT deposition.
Small islands that have been flattened during the contact with the deposited
surface are found 共top right兲. On their upper surface, nanotubes are stretched
along a defined direction 共bottom right兲.

island to the other. This results from different contacting trials on the same braid, that are necessary in order to produce
a reasonable nanotube density on the crystal surface. On
the rest of the braid, the CNT film consists of a rather flat,
dense, and disordered bundle network, where the intertube
cohesion is high. Individual nanotubes or small bundles
appear only in locally damaged regions protruding out
of the film.
In view of these findings, we propose the following
mechanism for the DCT deposition. When the crystal surface
approaches the CNT film on the applicator, the prominent
parts of the film come into contact and form the islands of
Fig. 3. These parts consist mostly of separated weakly
bonded nanotubes or small bundles which are easily transferred. The local lateral friction defines a unique privileged
direction. We exclude the possibility for the nanotubes to be
first transferred to the crystal surface regardless of their orientation, and then relax within a few tens of degrees in order
to find the closest direction of lowest energy. At room temperature the mobility of CNT is rather limited16 and this
thermally activated process would lead to a misalignment
distribution, in particular, in function of nanotube length.
This statement is denied by the STM observations 共Fig. 1兲.
Rather we believe that, in order for the nanotubes to be effectively transferred to the metallic surface, substantial attractive interaction is required, which acts as a filtering step.
The transfer can only take place if this interaction is sufficiently high, i.e., when the nanotube is aligned with a substrate atomic row where the adsorption energy is
maximized.27 The transfer process is therefore highly selective and governed by the strong directional nanotube-surface
interaction, regardless of the nanotube type 共metallic or
semiconducting兲 and geometry 共diameter and chiral indices兲.
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